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Addendum to \Current approahes to handlingimperfet information in data and knowledge bases"Simon ParsonsDepartment of Eletroni Engineering,Queen Mary and West�eld College,University of London,London E1 4NS,United Kingdom.November 29, 1999In a reent paper [10℄ I disussed, among other things, the di�erent ways inwhih other authors had proposed handling inomplete information in databasesusing null values. This disussion ontained one mistake and a number ofomissions. The purpose of this note is to orret the mistake and to �ll in theomissions.The mistake was to attribute the idea of replaing missing information withnull values to Codd's 1979 paper [2℄. In fat, by the time that this paper waswritten, the use of null values was widespread. Indeed, the �rst use of null valuesin the ontext of relational algebra was ontained in a paper written by Coddin 1975 paper [3℄, and the ANSI/X3/SPARC interim report [1℄ published thesame year inluded 14 di�erent ways in whih null values might be interpretedsuggesting wide aeptane of their use.The omissions were various. The most serious was that of the work of Grant,who was working on the problem of inomplete information as early as 1974[8℄, and who took Codd's initial results on null values in relational algebra andextended them onsiderably. The �rst extension [7℄ involved a slight alterationto Codd's three-valued logi to ensure that it retrieved the right tuples in allsituations. The next extension [6℄ was to handle what Grant alls "partialvalues", that is values whih are known to lie in an interval and so are partiallydetermined, and this idea was further developed in [5℄. This line of researhwas �nally extended [9℄ to deal with inde�nite information (that is informationwhih in [10℄ I alled disjuntively impreise) using a generalisation of the losedworld assumption.Other important work on inomplete information in databases whih I wasunaware of when writing [10℄ was that of Vassiliou, Goldstein and Sagiv. Vas-siliou showed how to handle both the "unknown" and "nonexistant" interpre-tations of null values [13℄ and investigated how null values an be used in on-juntion with funtional dependenies [12℄. Thus his work an be onsidered asinvestigating how models an be extended to take aount of inomplete infor-
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